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Abstract

With tagging becoming an increasingly important social phenomenon, some researchers view the tags supplied by users as a useful tool for helping individuals find relevant information on the web. Other researchers, however, still question the utility of tags in information retrieval systems, contending that tags are only relevant for the individual user supplying the tags. In this paper, we argue that tags are, in fact, the result of an interaction between the user, the tagging system, and the resource being tagged. Using Web Content Analysis, we analyze 33 websites that support tagging and identify the structural features (interfaces) that allow a user to tag a resource. Findings show that depending on the features supported by tagging systems, tags may either represent the information content of a resource as viewed by individual users only or they may be the result of a collaborative effort from a group of users.
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1. Introduction

Finding relevant information on the web is an ongoing problem. Search engines like Google rely on sophisticated algorithms to index huge collection of web pages to make them accessible to user queries. Users, however, are still frequently overloaded with irrelevant results. Web directories like Yahoo Directory\(^1\) partially solve the problem of irrelevancy by categorizing information and allowing users to filter undesired information by selecting only those categories that address their needs. For example, by having different categories for information about Paris (see Figure 1), Yahoo Directory makes it easy for an individual to select the determine where to look for information that will meet her needs. Directories usually employ indexers who manually visit the web and collect information that they classify under different categories. The process is slow, highly human intensive, and cannot cover the majority of pages that are actually available on the web. Indexers and users may not agree on the same vocabulary to use for representing the same information such that users often find themselves alienated from the language used by indexers [2] [5]. In consequence, users may have different expectations regarding where certain information should be categorized and this can make it even more difficult for users to find relevant information.

\(^1\) http://dir.yahoo.com/
Jacob [8] and Olson [12] have pointed out the short comings of rigid structures such as classification schemes created by professional indexers. The authors argue that a knowledge domain, through language evolution, may undergo changes and so a more universal approach to the representation of information is needed. They have also highlighted the fact that a knowledge domain may also undergo changes in the ways in which related queries are expressed, implying the need for a dynamic approach to knowledge representation.

Tagging offers an inexpensive, scalable, dynamic, and fast alternative to traditional methods of indexing information available on the web: By using descriptive labels, known as tags, users can easily provide an indication of the information content of a web resource (e.g., web page, image, video, music) without the intervention of professional indexers. This process is particularly useful for non-textual materials available over the web like images and audio files, which cannot be easily processed by search engines as the underlying algorithms require the presence of textual description. While the index terms used by search engines view the content of web pages from a system’s point of view, tags represent the information content as interpreted by users. As pointed out by Voß, there is increasing use of tagging systems to annotate web resources using tags [14]. Some researchers, view tagging as useful for information retrieval, but others still question the utility of tags assigned to resources.

Heyman, Koutrika, and Garcia-Molina, for instance, contended that tags can effectively improve web searching results [7]. As Golder and Huberman observed, users have a tendency to reach agreement on the tags used to describe a given resource [3]. Lin, Beaudoin, and Desai concluded that, with time, tags converge on a few popular tags that are used to describe similar or same resources [9]. Munk and Mork also showed that most users have a tendency to use similar tags to describe similar or same resources [10]. By extension, the results from these studies suggest that tags offer general consensus about the content of a resource as viewed by users in their own language and would therefore be useful in information retrieval systems: for example, if most users agree on a set of tags to represent a given resource, then the same set of tags would be very appropriate for matching user queries and discovering the tagged resource.

But sometimes tags do not accurately reflect the content of web resources. Some tags are personal and have no meaning to a wider community. They also claim that users lack sufficient training and are not skilled to describe resources correctly. Peterson [13] explained that tags allow both true and false statements to co-exist. She contends that although a group of users may agree on some tags assigned to a web resource, another group may disagree on those same tags. Golder and Huberman [4] raise the question of specificity when tagging
resources. They note that users may use tags that are only useful for a specific group of individuals. Noll and Meinel pointed out that some users may tag resources only for their own use, whereas other users may understand the implications of tags to other users and therefore would use tags that are more useful for a wider community [11].

Tagging is in fact system mediated as shown in Figure 2. Users are exposed to resources, e.g., a web page, and they assign tags to the resource through the interface provided by a system. In this paper, we are interested in the influence that the system can have on the tagging behavior of users. Given that researchers criticize the fact that some users tag resources only for their own use, hence limiting the utility of tags in information retrieval systems as claimed by other researchers, we investigate the following research question.

RQ1: Do all tagging systems offer the same features to users?
RQ2: How do the features provided by tagging system influence the tagging behavior of users?

![Fig. 2: Schematic Description of the Process of Tagging (Adapted from Cattuto, Loreto, Pietroneno, 2007, p. 1464 [1])](image)

2. Methodology

An initial list of 210 tagging systems was created after visiting blogs, news posts, search engine results and Wikipedia entries during the period from March 2008 to May 2008. By using a random generator, 33 from the 210 identified tagging systems were shortlisted for

---

2 It should be noted that due to the very dynamic nature of the Web, some links referred to in subsequent sections may not be active anymore, may be broken or may have completely changed their contents.
further analysis. To obtain a list of features that assist users in assigning tags to resources, each of the 33 systems was manually analyzed using web content analysis (see [6]). Every feature identified was recorded into a spreadsheet. To obtain the distribution of features across tagging systems, the number of times a feature appeared in the set of 33 systems was counted and this process was repeated for all the features that have been identified.

3. Findings

Table 1 lists the features that were observed during the analysis of the 33 tagging sites. These features allowed users to add tags to resources and thus acted as the interface between users and the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tagging Permission</td>
<td>This feature place constraints on who has permission to tag which resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Visibility</td>
<td>This feature determines whether a user’s tag is made visible to other users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Recommendation</td>
<td>This feature may provide suggestion on the tag to use for a given resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Duplication</td>
<td>This feature controls whether duplicate tags are allowed for the same resource.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Tagging Permission

Different sites offer different tagging permission to its users. Three categories of permission setting observed are: own, peer, and anyone. In the ‘own’ tagging permission category, the site allows only the user who uploads the resource to the site to tag the actual resource. Most sites fall under this category (see Figure 3). This is typical of social bookmarking sites in which users who provide the link to a resource (e.g., web page) are also allowed to add tags to describe the contents pointed by the link. Examples of web sites in this category are [http://www.delicious.com/](http://www.delicious.com/), [http://www.jumptags.com/](http://www.jumptags.com/), and [http://slashdot.org/](http://slashdot.org/).

In the ‘peer’ tagging permission category, users are allowed to choose who they want to tag the resources they upload. In our sample, only 1 site offered such feature: the popular photo sharing website Flickr ([http://www.flickr.com/](http://www.flickr.com/)) allows users to upload and tag their own resources and it also gives them the ability to extend permission to tag the same resources to other users.
In the ‘anyone’ tagging permission category, web sites allow anybody who visit their sites to add tags to any resources. More sites allowed this feature compared to sites falling in the peer permission category. Examples of websites falling under this category are http://odeo.com, http://www.stylehive.com/, and http://imeem.com.

3.2 Tag Visibility

Tags that have already been assigned to resources may be visible when users are tagging similar or same resources. Figure 4 shows that most tagging sites do not make tags visible and thus prevent users from knowing which tags have been already been assigned to a given resource. Fewer sites allowed users to see the tags previously added to existing or similar resources.
The social bookmarking site http://www.stumbleupon.com/ allow users to provide links for websites considered interesting but will not let users see if any tags have been submitted to the same or similar sites. The web site http://www.delicious.com/, in contrast, lets users bookmark a link that has already been recommended by other users and it also shows all the tags that have been assigned to the same link.

3.3 Tag Recommendation

Some sites suggest tags that users can use for a given resource. The websites www.stylehive.com, www.delicious.com and www.clipmarks.com are examples of sites that offer this feature to their users. However, there is no standardization regarding the suggestion mechanism used by the different sites. Some sites would suggest:

- the user’s own set of previously used tag;
- a dictionary-like alphabetical list;
- keywords that have been pulled from the resource being tagged; or
- a subset of most popular tags assigned by other users for same resource.

As shown in Figure 5, fewer sites provide tag suggestions to users compared to those sites that do not have this feature.

![Fig. 5. Distribution of Tagging Recommendation Feature Across Sample Data (N=33)](image)

3.4 Tag Duplication

Figure 6 shows the distribution of tagging sites based on their feature for allowing duplicate tags for a resource. Most tagging sites allow users to duplicate tags for the same resources. This is particularly observed in tagging sites that allow users to create their own account to bookmark web links: A user can bookmark web sites that have already been bookmarked and tagged by others, and she can also use those similar tags for the links that

![Figure 6. Distribution of tagging duplication feature across sample data (N=33)](image)

Certain sites do not allow duplicate links to be posted: Users cannot upload duplicate resources and only one occurrence of a resource is possible. These sites will only let the user who uploaded the resource add tag to it. Any duplication of tags for the same resource is, thus, not possible. Examples of tagging sites falling under this category are http://www.ka-boom.it.com, http://www.barksbookmarks.com, http://www.actualtopics.com.

4. Discussion

Following the analysis of the 33 websites in our sample, it is found that tagging sites offer a number of features that mediate the interaction between users, resources and tags. For each feature, a tagging site can fall in different category depending on the support that the site provides to the user. Table 2 summarizes the different categories under which different sites may fall. It is found that not all of the features are common to all tagging sites. The two features that were offered by all tagging sites are “tagging permission” and “tag duplication”. The other features, “tag visibility” and “tag recommendation” were relevant to certain sites only.

Going back to the first research question investigated in this study (i.e., do all tagging systems offer the same features to users?), it can be concluded that all tagging sites do not offer the same features for the tagging of resources. Our analysis showed that different tagging sites had different system interfaces and these sites handled tags differently providing different tagging support to their users. In regards to the second research question, (i.e., how do the features provided by tagging system influence the tagging behavior of users?), we discuss the implications of each tagging feature on the tagging behavior of users.
Table 2: Categorizing the Features of Tagging Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tagging Permission</td>
<td>Own, Peer, Anyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Visibility</td>
<td>Visible, Not-Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Recommendation</td>
<td>Suggestive, Not-Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Duplication</td>
<td>Allowed, Not-Allowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the tagging permission feature, it is seen that most users are allowed to tag only those resources they upload. Fewer systems allowed users to collectively tag the same resource and even lesser systems would allow anyone to tag any resource. Because most systems allow users to tag only their own resources, the tags assigned will represent the interpretation of only one individual. These findings seem to support the concerns for the second group of researchers who consider that tags associated with a resource mostly represent the personal information needs of one individual user. Eventually these tags will not be of much value to a wider community of users. To support the claim of the first group of researchers who consider that, over time, users will assign similar tags to similar or same resources, tagging systems should allow users to tag the same resources. Different users tagging the same resource based on their own interpretations will create a more universal representation of the resources that can positively contribute to information retrieval.

When a user is tagging a new resource, most of the tagging systems analyzed did not show tags that have already been used by other users. Users rely on their own interpretation of the resource and they can only assign tags to resources without the influence of any other external factors, such as imitation. This finding is interesting because it suggests that if different users, without prior knowledge of the tags other individuals have used, agree on similar tags for the same resource, then tagging could provide a broader view of a resource from a user’s perspective. This contrasts with the situation when the vocabulary used by professional indexers is different from the one used by users.

Most systems also did not suggest any tags to users. By recommending which tags to use, a system can in effect encourage users to use similar set of vocabularies. Sometimes, it may be easier for users to pick up a tag, suggested by the system, rather than thinking over which tags to use for a resource. The benefit of such an approach is that it reduces the cognitive load on users to determine the tags most suitable for a resource, but the downside of it is that the tags assigned to a resource may mostly represent the system’s view and less of the user’s own interpretation of the resource. For systems that offer tag suggestion, the probability that, over time, similar tags will be used by different users will be higher than for systems in which users have to formulate their own tags. Researchers claiming that tags assigned by users converge over time should make sure that it is not, in fact, the system which is encouraging users to use similar tags.

Users are sometimes not allowed to post the same resources to a tagging site. Eventually, users cannot tag the same resource multiple times. In consequence, tags assigned in sites that do not support duplicates will only represent an individual’s perspective of a
resource. When duplicate resources are allowed, the tags assigned would represent a broader view of the resources and may be of more use to a wider community. In our analysis, more systems allowed the presence of duplicate resources and multiple users were able to tag the same resource. This is because most tagging sites in our sample were social bookmarking sites that let users create their personal list of bookmarks while sharing the same list to others. If tags are to be aggregated and used for representing a resource, systems should allow users to post and add tags to duplicate resources; otherwise, as some researchers have argued, tags will only be relevant to the person who assigns the tags to a resource.

It follows that features provided by tagging sites have a direct influence on the tagging behavior of users. The mixed feelings that researchers express about the utility of tags for information retrieval are in fact the result of looking at tags only. As discussed above, depending on the features offered by a tagging site, the resulting tags may be either unique to one individual personal information need or they can be aggregated from multiple users to represent a broader view of a resource. It is in the latter case that tags may be more useful in delivering relevant information to users.

5. Conclusions

This paper has presented the different features offered by tagging systems to tag resources. The implications of each of these features on the tagging behavior of users have also been discussed. Despite the small sample size analyzed in this study, it can be concluded that tags are in effect the result of the interaction between the user, the tagging system and the resource. By providing different features, tagging systems have a direct influence on the tagging behavior of users and the resulting tags.
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